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Complete the sentences with the words in the list. Use each word only once.
possible

decrease

expected

due to

possible

«It was expected that light intensity would cause a decrease in the number of stomata.
Instead the opposite relationship was possible (Figure 1). It is possible that the
increase in the number of stomata was due to an increased rate of photosynthesis.»[18]

[18] http://marietta.edu/~biol/introlab/labreprt
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Complete the sentences with the words in the list. Use each word only once.
increases

related

possible

function

allow

higher

«The function of stomata is closely related to photosynthesis. Mesophyll cells
are the most important cells for photosynthesis in the leaf and need a source of
CO2 (Raven et al., 2008, 737). Somata form pores in the leaf to allow exchange
of CO2 and water through the leaf cuticle layer to the underlying mesophyll cells
(Buchanan et al., 2000, 651). Photosynthesis also increases as the amount of
light increases (Rabinovich and Govingee, 1995, 223), and it is possible that
more stomata allow higher rates of photosynthesis to occur.»[18]

[18] http://marietta.edu/~biol/introlab/labreprt

Complete the sentences with the words in the list. Use each word only once.
corresponds

higher

observed

reported

factors

«Other researchers have reported that stomatal density corresponds to other
environmental factors, such as humidity and CO2 concentration (Fraser et al.,
2008, 773). Furthermore, mutant plants with abnormally high numbers of
stomata were observed to have higher rates of photosynthesis.»[18]
[18]http://marietta.edu/~biol/introlab/labreprt
all sources

express

citations

essential

quoted

misled

How to write Citations and References
It is essential that you identify all sources of information and ideas included in your
report.
Do not be misled into believing that citations are only required for direct quotes. As
stated above, sources should not be directly quoted in a report. You must, however,
cite the sources of information and ideas that you express in your own words. [18-19]
[18]http://marietta.edu/~biol/introlab/labreprt
[19]http://www.marietta.edu/~biol/library/citation.html

reading and translation
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